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Murder has NEVER been this funny!

In this exciting and fast moving spoof stage adaptation of The 39 Steps by Patrick Barlow - from an 
original concept by Simon Corble and Nobby Dimon  - you will experience shootings, plane and 
train crashes, villains with missing fingers and a daring escape over the Forth Road Bridge. Murder  
has NEVER been this funny!

BCP’s vast production team (over a third of the 80-strong society are involved!) have been hard at 
work supporting the cast of four. There have been filming sessions with local model aeroplane 
enthusiasts, train and Forth Road Bridge building, not to mention gathering together the vast array 
of costumes for the four actors who play a multitude of different characters from Mr Memory Man 
to Milkman;  Salesman to Sheriff,  Porter  to Policeman, Compere to Crofter  ...  and many more 
besides! The latest creative challenge for the costume/props team has involved manufacturing a 
set of bagpipes, would you believe?

Playing the wide range of characters are Andrew Whiffin (Hannay),  Clare Lester (Woman),  Nik 
Lester  and Dave Smith (Clowns).  Banbury Rotarian,  John Bennett,  completes  the local  casting, 
taking on the role of the Radio Announcer. John also takes ‘centre stage’ in the video trailer the 
company have produced to promote the show – which can be found on the BCP website and 
YouTube.  As if all this weren’t enough to whet your appetite, there will also be an “orchestra”  
performing live sound effects in the show. Some of the “orchestra” also appear as jitter-bugging 
‘extras’ which involved some interesting evenings of bruised shins and flattened toes in the early 
stages of rehearsal!

Director Chrissie  Garrett  says she is “thrilled” to be directing again for  Banbury Cross Players.  
“Working with such talented and supportive people on this show is great. I hope our audience 
have as much fun watching as I have had producing.”

The show runs from 22-25 April 2015 at The Mill Arts Centre, Spiceball Rd, Banbury, curtain up 
7.45pm.  Tickets (£12.00/£11.00) are available from The Mill Box Office - 01295 279002 - or online 
at www.themillartscentre.co.uk – book now to avoid missing out on this must see show!

You can find out more about Banbury Cross Players’ activities at www.banburycrossplayers.org.uk
or follow them on Twitter @BCPTheatre 
or Facebook https://www.facebook.com/BanburyCrossPlayers/ .
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